Abstract
Introduction
Currently, most people who need to enter mathematical expressions for a computational treatment need to type formulae in an ASCII form or use an editor. But regarding today's word processors or mathematical software tools, the input interface still offers poor convenience for editing expressions. Obviously, handwritting could serve as a superior man machine interface for the input of formulae from lots of different domains, like physics, mathematics, chemistry. . . . Beside the mentioned desk-top applications, such a recognition engine could also be used as an interface for the upcoming keyboard-less "personal digital assistants" (PDA), in order to integrate complex calculator facilities. According to [1] , the solution for the mathematical expressions recognition can be sub-divided into two main problems: segmentation and recognition, analysis and interpretation of the symbol's spatial-arrangement.
System overview
The system proposed here is capable of recognizing mathematical expressions with a set of 100 different characters or symbols in a writer dependent mode.
Beside small and capital letters, and digits, the system contains several mathematical symbols (+ , To model the spaces between the symbols, an additional 'space' model is introduced. For initialization, each of these symbols is written several times well separated on a sheet. For an embedded training, 100 common mathematical or physical formulae are collected as training set and an additional set of 30 formulae is used as test set, represented by 150000 feature vectors and 45000 feature vectors, respectively. Figure 1 gives an overview of the entire system. The processing levels as they are shown, will be described in the following sections. 
On-line character recognition
With the presented approach, it is not necessary to enter each single symbol well separated, neither spatially nor temporally. This continuous formula recognition can be considered as a kind of sentence recognition without previous word segmentation. The segmentation of the distinct words is realized within the HMM framework, applying a special 'space' HMM for the detection of word boundaries. Instead of attempting to identify each symbol separately, the efficient HMM-based decoding techniques allow a complete identification of the entire formula string. Another advantage of the HMM approach for this application is the possibility to incorporate high level syntactic constraints (e.g. grammars) directly into the low level recognition process.
Pre-processing and low-level feature extraction
The raw data is captured with a constant sample rate of 200 Hz, resulting in a temporal vector sequence of the Cartesian coordinates of the pen position. The preprocessing step is a re-sampling of the captured pen trajectory with vectors of constant length [10] . Beside the data reduction effects of 1:2 up to 1:3, a further advantage of the re-sampling is, that the implicitly given writing speed, resulting from different distances between two samples and the constant sample rate, is eliminated. Writing speed is especially in the context of formula recognition supposed as a highly inconsistent feature, because obviously identical handwriting images can be produced with completely different writing speeds. For instance, this could happen if the writer holds on to think about his currently written formula. It should be stressed, that the re-sampling preserves the spatial information, i.e. the Cartesian pen coordinates.
On the recognition level, several features are extracted from the re-sampled vector sequence. The first type of features are the online features [10] , which is the orientation of the re-sampling vectors coded in sine and cosine as well as the sine and cosine of the differential angle of two successive re-sampling vectors. The third online feature is the pen pressure, which is extracted as a binary feature and indicates if the pen is set down or lifted. The pen pressure is helpful to model word or symbol boundaries within an expression. The second type of feature is an off-line feature [3, 7] , which is a sub-sampled bitmap, sliding along the pen-trajectory after re-sampling. In a subsequent step, each of these feature streams, except the binary pressure, is quantized with a vector quantizer (VQ). As vector quantizer, usually a k-means VQ is used or a MMI neural net (NN) VQ [9] with different codebook sizes for each feature, respectively. Subsequently, the resulting discrete multi-stream is presented to the HMMs.
HMM training and recognition
For the modeling of the symbols, discrete left to right HMMs without skips and with different numbers of states are used. With the features described above, discrete, i.e. hybrid NN-HMMs have shown to be superior compared to continuous HMMs [9] . One reason for this is the discrete nature of the pen-pressure (pen up or pen down). Furthermore, the and -features are due to the constant resampling vector length distributed on the unit circle, which enables an efficient vector quantization, while Gaussian pdfs as they are commonly used in continuous HMM systems can not be sufficiently mapped to this kind of distribution. HMMs with 12 states are used for capital letters and larger mathematical operators, like sum or product. Small letters and smaller operators are modeled with HMMs with 8 states, while very short symbols (.,) are modeled with 3 state HMMs.
For recognition purposes, a synchronous Viterbi decoding is used [8] . By means of the Viterbi algorithm, it is possible to determine the most likely state sequence q ? of a set of HMMs for a given sequence of frames O.
PO; q ? j = max q PO; qj (1) This can be very effectively exploited for formula recognition by analyzing the resulting alignment of each feature frame to its best matching HMM state, with the result, that the indexes of start-and end-frames of the recognized symbols within an expression can be taken directly from the decoding or recognition process. The achieved recognition with the simultaneous segmentation of the symbols is an important information for further extraction of geometrical features for the structure analysis. The initialization of the HMMs is realized with the Viterbi training using the separate collected, isolated samples of the symbols. HMM parameter optimization is carried out by an iterative application of the Viterbi algorithm in order to find an optimal state sequence, and a reestimation path of the pdfs.
For the embedded training of the complete formulae, the Forward Backward algorithm is used. Again, in an iterative way, optimized HMM parameters can be found by a maximization of the Kullback-Leibler distance Q;: max Q; = max X q PqjO; log PO; qj (2) The re-estimation formulae for the HMM parameter set can be derived directly from Q; [8] .
Structure analysis
As described before, the result from the Viterbi decoder is not only the transcription (the sequence of recognized words and symbols) but also the start-and end-frames of each symbol. The following sub-sections describe, how this information can be used for further processing.
Spatial alignment
The temporal alignment of frames together with the resampled vector-data allows the extraction of geometrical features of the symbols or a spatial alignment. These geometrical features are the center of a recognized symbol and the size and position of its bounding box. As shown in Fig. 2 , the bounding box of a word is extracted by stepping through the re-sampled vector sequence starting at the start-frame number of the current word until the stop-frame number is reached, and searching for minima and maxima in x-and y-direction in the determined part of the sequence of Cartesian vectors. The spatial alignment for each symbol is characterized by the parameters of the bounding box up; lo; le; ri and denotes the upper, lower, left and right boundary of the symbol. The centers of the bounding boxes mx and my of each symbol are shown in the last two columns in figure 1 and figure 2 .
Before starting analysis of spatial alignment, we introduce other computed information which will be attributes of recognized symbols. The introduction of this data will help to recognize formula's structure. 
Deduction of criterions
Next step is to deduce an approximative baseline depending on the recognized symbol and to compute a relative size for each recognized character in order to make some groups of symbols. This last process is not just depending on the bounding box size but is also relative to the recognized symbol. For example, if we compare "e" and "g" just considering the size of the bounding box, it will lead to the conclusion that "e" is smaller than "g". So we ponder each symbol by a relative size depending on the manner to write the character. This can be done while collecting symbols during the training set. All this information will be used to determine the symbol potentially in a subscript or a superscript position.
Lexical analysis
Before starting the syntax recognition we give a lexical type to each recognized symbol. This method helps us to locate operators and avoid some parsing mistakes. It was first mentioned in [6] as an approach to help subscript and superscript recognition. Thus, recognition is based on spatial coordinates as well as local context depending on the lexical type. This system prevents misrecognition of relationship between two symbols. For example, it's a good way to avoid the detection of "." as a subscript of x in the example "x.y", because a dot is not supposed to be a subscript for a letter. For a well formed printed document recognition, this problem of spatial arrangement is not as important as in a hand printed recognition because the writer does not follow the writing baseline exactly. This technic is helpful for subscript and superscript recognition but also to determinate other spatial relationship and especialy to avoid some of them depending on lexical rules.
Two dimensional parsing
The goal is now to generate a tree with recognized symbols as it is shown in figure 1.
Graph construction
With all these elements (symbols, lexical type, bounding box, approximative baseline and size) we have a lot of graphical information that we must translate in a more structured format to be usable and parsable. So, we introduce graph which provides a good formalism to describe structural manipulations of multi-dimensional data.
The graph building process is very important because too many links lead to ambiguities and with too few links one looses important data. This mechanism of data graph building using the spatial arrangement of symbols is described in [5] . It was tested with paper printed documents. We have modified and enhanced the system to improve links between symbols in graph and we have reduced constraints for links creation to suit handwriting style, which is more "random" than style of printed documents.
With the first small tests, we had good results for the building process. But with bigger formulae, the process was too slow, due to a On 2 complexity. So we introduced an optimization for graph construction : we now make a subdivision of the space containing symbols, in order to avoid making some neighborhood tests with symbols which are obviously too far away from each other.
For a formula containing 116 symbols, without any optimization for the construction of the first data graph, computation time reaches 35 seconds on a Pentium 200. With a subdivision of space, it drops to less than 4 seconds. The observed speed-up (around 9 for this sample) is not always as high, but for smaller samples computation time is less than 1 second, with or without optimization. Figure 3 shows the evolution of computation time for the mentionned sample, regarding subdivision of the plane along the x and y axis. 
Graph parsing
In [4] we have defined a general class of graph grammars with contexts, where, after a theoretical study of their properties, we showed how to precisely and automatically solve ambiguities in these grammars.
A graph grammar acts on a graph as a rewriting system in a bottom-up manner, rewriting matched sub-graph into a single node containing the syntax-tree of the recognized expression. Improvements have to be done on computation time for graph rewriting. This motivates the next section.
Parsing optimization
The parsing algorithm is simple: we just iteratively apply the first rule which can be, and stop when no more apply.
A rule is given by a term G , f C 1 ; : : : g ! N, where G is the sub-graph to be matched, fC 1 ; : : : g is the set of excluded contexts, and N is the produced node. Such a rule can be applied to a graph G 0 if: a substitution exists such that Gis a G 0 sub-graph, for each context C i , there is no substitution such that C i is a sub-graph of G 00 , and = on the intersection of their supports.
When these conditions are satisfied, applying rule consists in replacing subgraph Gof G 0 by a single node N.
During the parsing process, only local modifications are made to graph. So we very frequently test matching of subgraphs, particularly contexts, with few success: if a context occurs in several rules (which is the case in practice), and if it occurs in graph, then these rules will not apply, and we will test these occurrences at each step of parsing.
To avoid this unnecessary complexity, we exploit the locality of rewriting by maintaining, during the parsing of a graph G 0 , two global lists: a list G of all pairs G; such that G is the graph pattern of a rule, and Gis a sub-graph of G 0 , a list C of all pairs C; such that C is a context of a rule, and C is a sub-graph of G 0 .
Searching a rule to apply can then be made by inspecting the lists G and C to find a pair G; such that no pair C; exists such that = on the intersection of their supports.
After applying a rule, we have to update the lists G and C.
But since only a small part of G 0 is modified, the two lists are also locally modified. With an adapted data structure (with pointers from the graph G 0 to lists G and C, and pointers from G and C to G 0 ), this can be achieved efficiently.
In fact, this process allows to replace a On 2 by a On complexity for parsing process (where n is the number of edges of the graph to be parsed), which is optimal.
Conclusion
Presented approach leads to two major improvements:
1. Constraints concerning the writing (from left to right and top to bottom) as introduced in [2] can be relaxed.
2. The output is a general description of the handwritten expression in a tree format which can be translated to any other format (Lisp, L A T E X, OpenMath. . . ).
Graph grammar was used to recognize mathematical expressions in printed documents as presented in [1] and [5] . With some more work, we have adapted this method to handwriting recognition of mathematical expressions. The same software is used in both case, just needing to specify the input type (it could be automated). Considering the method used in [2] , some constraints were made on how the formula should be written (for left to right and from top to bottom). With this method, we do not have any assumption on how the formula should be written, so there is no constraint for writers and it is more adaptive to different writer style. Figure 4 gives two samples of recognized formulae.
The advantage of a graph grammar system is that it is adaptive to any kind of mathematical notation. To introduce a new notation, one just needs to write the right parsing rule. We are currently working on recognition of handwritten vectors or matrices notations.
In summary, graph rewriting is a good approach for mathematical expression recognition as well as for printed documents and for handwritten recognition. To our knowledge, it is the first experience in using graph grammars in handwritten mathematical formula recognition. 
